Internship offer – Engineer | MSc. – 04 - 09/2018
ACCESSPACE: conception and evaluation of an indoors and
outdoors tactile “GPS” system for the visually impaired.
Keywords: Computer Vision, Sensor Fusion, SLAM, Semantic segmentation, Android, Augmented topographic
maps, Sensory Substitution
Context:
Human mobility is a complex and research topic still relatively little investigated. Acquired at birth through unknown
and unconscious cognitive mechanisms, mobility is a fundamental issue for Visually Impaired People (VIP), but also
for people interacting with perceptually complex or fuzzy situations (such as firefighters or surgeons), or for the
development of autonomous mobile intelligent systems (such as humanoid robots, or autonomous vehicles).
Our work at LITIS (affiliated to Rouen-Normandy University and CNRS FR 36438), led through both international
(e.g. ACCESSPACE) and national (e.g. TETMOST – CNRS “AUTON” challenge) transdisciplinary research
projects, aims to understand and model the underlying cognitive mechanisms of mobility, and ultimately use those
models to design more effective mobility assistive devices and algorithms. Those electronic devices, thanks to state of
the art ICT (Computer Vision, Signal Processing, Computer Science, …) and Cognitive Neuroscience research, aim to
assist the mobility (and thus autonomy) of VIP, and improve their overall quality of life.
Internship’s objectives:
This research internship’s aim is to develop a wearable assistive device for VIP, based on sensory substitution and
spatial cognition principles. This device will consist of a “specialized GPS” using various sensors (visual, GPS and
IMU) to provide an augmented map to the user through haptic feedback, thanks to a vibrating belt controlled through
Arduino and Raspberry Pi.
This device will allow VIPs to perceive their environment by recoding their surroundings into vibration patterns,
allowing them to walk towards the set destination autonomously, avoiding obstacles along the way, while maintaining
their orientation in space. The device relevance in guiding the visually impaired will be first tested in a simulated
environment, and later through real-world experimentations thanks to a “perception-mobility” platform.
Your goal during this internship (4 to 6 months) will be to implement and test the computer vision part of the device:
visual odometry (thanks to multiple sensors’ data fusion), obstacle detection and tracking, POI localisation and
matching, SLAM in unknown environment, etc.
Expected applicant profile:
- Master 2 (MSc) student, or 3rd year engineering student, with a major closely related to the internship’s topic;
- Experience with: computer vision (OpenCV, SLAM, sensor fusion) and OO Programming (Java / Android);
- Keen taste for research, for fundamental works, and openness to other research fields;
- Decent English level;
- Team-worker.
Administrative information:
-

Remuneration in accordance to French standard internship’s pay: 3.75€ / h  577.5€ / month.
Research team and internship location : STI, from LITIS lab (http://litislab.eu/), affiliated with RouenNormandy University (Rouen, Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray) and the CNRS FR 3638 ;
Internship’s start date is to be set with the supervisors (as early as 1s April)

Contacts (supervisors) – please send your résumé, letter of motivation (topic: Stage M2 ACCESSPACE), current and
previous’ year grades and the contact of your supervisor(s) to:
-

(Prof.) Edwige PISSALOUX : edwige.pissaloux@univ-rouen.fr
(Post-doc) Simon GAY : gssimonn@hotmail.com
(PhD) Marc-Aurèle RIVIERE : marc.aurele.riviere@gmail.com
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